The stiffness of the myosin cross-bridges is a key factor in analysing possible scenarios to 13 explain myosin head changes during force generation in active muscles. The seminal study of 
Introduction
myosin filament length changes by about 1% on activation [17, 18] , with changes due to tension generation being superimposed on this increase. 
227
These are underestimates of kh because, in fact, the overlap part of actin will stretch less than 228 0.3% and the I-band by more than 0.3% because of the head interactions with the actin filaments in 229 the overlap region. So, in reality, the cross-bridge ends will not move as much as above and so their 230 actual stiffness will be higher than we have calculated.
231
In other words, the calculations in Model 1 take no account of the effects of combining 232 stiffnesses in the overlap region of the A-band. It is a very simplistic Model, but it defines a lower 233 limit to the required T1 cross-bridge stiffness value. In order to generate more realistic stiffness 
257
Appendix A shows the exact calculation required to find the positions of all the nodes in
258
Model 2 after a force of 480 pN has been applied. What was done was to select a range of values of 259 the cross-bridge stiffness from kh = 0.2 to 20 pN/Å and then to do global searches to find the best fit 260 to the observations on the A13 and M15 peak positions at Po and 2Po listed above. The calculated 261 extended lengths of the myosin and actin filament ends were divided by the number of repeats so 262 that the M15 and A13 spacings could be calculated.
263
In our modelling, the half sarcomere had a stretching force of Po applied to see how it would 264 extend, but in the reported experiments [2-4] the muscle had head-generated total force Po and was 
267
calculated from a resting muscle, the black curve from a muscle subject to a P o = 480 pN external force and the 268 red curve from a muscle subjected to a 2P o external force. (b) Black curve: Changes of the T 1 intercept as a then allowed to shorten. Since our Model is a purely elastic system, all stretches or releases are entirely reversible, so stretching an active half sarcomere by applying a force Po is exactly the 281 reverse of taking an activated sarcomere carrying force at Po and allowing it to shorten to zero force.
282
In other words, the actual experiments are equivalent in our Model to stretching it first by Po,
283
looking at the Positions of all the actin and myosin repeats, and then taking the load off to see what
284
happens.
The results for 30% attachment are shown in Figure 3 (a,c). The best fit (lowest Chi 285 value) without including the T1 intercept as a constraint is at kh = 0.8 pN/Å and the T1 intercept is 286 39.47Å, almost exactly as observed (40 Å). For 50% attachment the best Chi is at kh between 0.4 287 and 0.5 pN/Å and the T1 intercept is also at around 40 Å (Figure 3(b) ). The myosin and actin
288
filament stiffnesses km and ka were 720 and 2280 pN/Å respectively. So, at their face value, the
289
Huxley and Simmons [2] and Ford et al [3, 4] results are quite compatible with the X-ray results of
290
Huxley et al. [6] and Wakabayashi et al. [7] .
291
This is a much better Model than has ever been used before, but it still does not represent a 292 realistic simulation of the pattern of cross-bridge labelling that occurs in the overlap region in 3D
293
when myosin heads bind to actin. Our next Model, Model 3, uses our full knowledge of A-band 294 symmetry.
296

Model 3:
297
Our most sophisticated Model used a modified version of MusLABEL [16] 
314
Simulated 1D X-ray diffraction patterns (e.g. Figure 4 (a)) were computed from the Model 
334
By exploration of parameter space we were able to come up with reasonable Models for the 335 X-ray observations of Huxley et al. [6] and Wakabayashi et al. [7] as shown in Figure 4 (a). In Table   336 1, parameters from the calculated diffraction pattern on the meridian close to the M15 and A13
337
peaks and at M3 from Model 3 are compared with the experimental values quoted above. 
339
354
detached heads in resting muscle [14] . The actin-attached heads also contribute to the active M15.
355
The actin A13 peak becomes stronger because of the labelling of actin by myosin heads in active 356 muscle. For this strong A13 increase to occur, the diffraction from the attached heads needs to be 357 quite well in phase with (i.e. at the same axial positions as) the diffraction from the actin monomers,
358
although some increase in A13 may also be due to straightening of the actin filaments in the I-band
359
when the muscle generates tension.
360
It should be noted here that the X-ray intensity Modelling was not definitive. Several
361
combinations of parameters could fit the observations since there were many more free parameters
362
to fit than the number of observations, a problem that we have discussed fully elsewhere [23, 25] .
363
The results presented here are simply to show that fitting the observed intensity changes in the M15
364
and A13 peaks is not a problem, even using simple spheres, given the assumptions above about the 
404
The result is shown by the line from 0.39Po in Figure 5 (b). The plot is not perfect (the x cut-off is at -
405
35 Å instead of -40 Å for a sarcomere length of S = 3.1 µm), but is not unlike the observations. There 
415
In a previous paper [23] example, the Po value that we are using was different, or the T1 cut-off at zero tension was different.
453
In the following examples we have first assumed that the measurements of spacing changes of the 
458
Wakabayashi et al [6] .
460
The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows how the actin and myosin filament 461 stiffnesses would change if the observed X-ray spacings apply, but the Po value should be different. on the x axis is at least somewhere near to 40 Å, and that the X-ray spacing measurements in Table 1 466 are reasonably accurate, the Po tension level in our assumptions can be as low as, say, 300 pN,
467
rather than 480 pN that we have used, and the cross-bridge stiffness would still be above 0. 
495
Note that the relatively slow T2 curves of Huxley and Simmons [2] are presumably, as they 496 suggested, reporting the recovery behaviour of the myosin heads that are attached to actin in strong
497
states where force is produced (Figure 1(b,c) ). We discuss the T2 curve elsewhere.
499
Head stiffness in rigor muscle
500
In work reported in 2014 [8] , Brunello et al imposed small amplitude sinusoidal length 501 oscillations on frog muscle fibres in rigor and measured the resulting tension changes (see Figure   502 8(b)). They obtained a length oscillation amplitude of around 28 Å peak to peak with a resulting 503 tension change of around 193 kN m -2 (our estimates from their figure). We make this to be about 
545
In many studies [3, 4] it has been assumed that in active muscle the tension variation along the 546 overlap region of the sarcomere is linear such that the tension in the myosin filament drops from Po 547 at the M-region edge, to Po/2 half way along the bridge region, to zero at the filament tip [5] .
548
Similarly, tension in each of the two non-equivalent actin filaments was assumed to increase 549 linearly from zero at the bare zone edge (at full overlap) up to 0.5Po at the A-band tip (A/I junction).
550
We assumed this in our discussion of Model 1. This is graphically illustrated in a figure from Examples using Models 2 and 3 for different percentages of labelling are 557 shown in Figure 9(a,b) . The tension along the filaments shows the general trend as in Figure 8 (a).
558
But, as well as some local fluctuations which may not be surprising, there are marked periodic long 559 period oscillations superimposed on this trend, with amplitude depending on the percentage 560 attachment.
561
Since there can be slightly different ways of generating a given attachment number in
562
MusLABEL, Figure 10 shows results similar to Figure 9 , but averaged over a number of possible 563 configurations. Exactly the same trends are evident for (a) 100% labelling and (b) 50% labelling. 
568
(first column), 50% head attachment (middle column) and 100% head attachment (third column).
569
After applying a force of 480 pN to the last monomer in the actin filament and calculating the new 570 monomer positions, we obtained the tension of the springs between adjacent monomers using 571
Hooke's law, and we plotted these values as a function of spring's Position along the half-sarcomere. 
586
To investigate further why our results are different from previous estimates of cross-bridge 587 stiffness and how the tension actually changes along the myosin and actin filaments, we built a new
588
Model similar to that described in [4, 5] . That original Model, used to derive an analytical 
627
The energy available from the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule from ATP to ADP is about 60 - 
635
If this force produces swinging of the lever arm of the myosin head, then the force will be at a 636 maximum before the lever arm starts to swing and will then reduce to zero at the end of the swing,
637
so we can say that the force goes from 10.9 pN at the start of the swing and drops to zero at the end 638 of the swing to give the 5.45 pN average. If a force F moves an object by a distance x then the work 639 done is Fx. Here F is on average 5.45 pN, the energy available is 500 pN Å, so x is 500/5.45 = 92 Å, 640 a value that seems very consistent with results on the cross-bridge shapes in different states from 641 protein crystallography [15] . For simplicity we will call this 100 Å.
642
Looking at this another way, we are assuming that when AM.ADP.Pi converts to AM.ADP 
654
proposed that the cycle must consist of multiple steps. But is that the only possibility? Below we attached and detached, the faster the applied stretch, the higher the stiffness reaches. Eventually,
664
the stiffness should level off, if the stretch is fast enough, but Brenner et al. [27] 
668
Many recent studies of the cross-bridge cycle have concluded that weak binding heads are 669 actually part of the normal contractile cycle. Eakins et al. [23] estimated that the weak binding/first
670
attached population is about 20 % of the heads in a normal isometrically contracting fish muscle.
671
Brenner et al. [27] estimated the weak binding population as about 10-20% in an active rabbit psoas 672 fibre. Huxley and Kress [29] concluded, on the basis of the lack of change of the equatorial X-ray
673
I11/I10 intensity ratio in quick release or active shortening experiments, that there must be a 674 substantial population of weak binding heads in active frog muscle. As discussed earlier, these 675 studies also showed changes in the 11 equatorial X-ray diffraction peak well ahead of tension rise, 
682
PPi. The PPi stiffness was observed to be higher than for heads in MgATP solutions, but, even so,
683
rapid shortening of intact fibres must be sensing the stiffness of the weak binding heads, as well as 684 any other attached heads.
685
Brenner et al. [27] showed that fibre stiffness in relaxed rabbit psoas fibres, at 20 mM ionic 686 strength, undergoing length changes of 2*10 4 nm/hs/s were about as stiff as rigor fibres (where the 687 stiffness is relatively insensitive to the speed of stretch). The implication of their results is that, for 688 even faster stretches or releases, the stiffness could be higher than that of rigor heads. The 
724
(ii) Under normal contraction conditions and shortening speeds, these heads contribute very 725 little to the fibre stiffness, because they detach very rapidly as the muscle shortens and provide little 726 stiffness.
727
(iii) If active muscles are subjected to stretches or releases which are very much faster than
728
Vmax, then the weak binding heads will contribute substantially to fibre stiffness. We suggest that 
746
(vi) We suggest that the cross-bridge stiffness could remain at about 0.1 pN/Å in the strongly bound
747
states through the whole of the lever arm swing if the filaments are free to move, including through filaments. This applies to both myosin and actin filaments and is the main difference between our
884
analysis and what has gone before.
885
In addition, we suggest from analysis of various observations that much of the 'instantaneous' 886 cross-bridge stiffness comes from the weak-binding head population in active muscle.
887
The results presented here, although suggesting many more experiments that might be used to 888 test these ideas, also show that it is unlikely that the T1 response can be used to determine the 
946
These equations can be rearranged:
947 948
e.g. -kbm1 + kbB + kmm2 -khm1 -kmL + kha1 -khm1 = 0 etc.
950
and written down as a matrix which can be solved numerically using the Java library called 
953
In the case of Model 3 in Figure 2 
966
along with the extent of the target regions on the thin filaments (as detailed in [16] ), the best 967 attachment sites of the myosin heads on actin (if available using the given parameters) are 968 calculated. In the case of two or more attachment sites available for a given head, or in the case of 969 two heads competing for the same site, the program pairs those heads and sites that minimise the 970 overall elastic energy of the extending heads. Alternate thin filaments (depicted in white or light 971 blue in the axial view in Figure 13 (a) and the cross-sectional view in Figure 13 (b)) are considered to 972 be equivalent so that, if a head attaches to any actin monomer (red circle), the corresponding 973 monomers on the other thin filaments (blue circles) become inaccessible.
974
To probe the elastic properties of the sarcomere, the three-dimensional model was projected 
